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LM: do these cibs tend to be more reason not to prosecute the case then to go ahead with it?
HW: Can you speak to what stops a DA from taking on a case to prosecute, particularly with 
college students. What tend to be rule outs and how can we help to train folks to change the rule 
outs.
HW: do they make the assumption that CIB cannot be explained to others so why try?
RB: Thank you for this useful language to discuss a topic that is so misunderstood. This is 
related to the idea that the prosecutors need a "perfect victim" - no alcohol, no flirting, no CIBs. 
Comment?
VW: What are the current conviction rates respective to sexual assault?
HW: So therefore it is maybe better to not just raise awareness of CIB but talk about how to deal 
with their fear?!
VW: Great, thanks.
HW: I mean "their fear" as the DA's fear. Kelly Horner
ST: I have found it rare that prosecutors acknowledge their ignorance by attending trainings on 
this issue. In general, police are much better trained leading to frustration trying to bring cases 
forward.
LM: how do you suggest we address this in a campus judicial hearing when there's not DA?
LC: this has been a great presentation - learning different language as Roberta said, and better 
understanding of the issues from a different viewpoint.
JBS: THANKS!
SJ: Thank you for the information
RH: Thank you!
KV: thanks
BP: Thanks!
HW: can we get his number
BB: Thanks
LC: can we use this as a presentation for our judicial officer at the university?
LC: a basic introduction to these ideas - which he will hear better from this perspective perhaps?
RC: Definitely feel free to use it. My number [contact CALCASA to obtain presenter’s number]
LC: thanks again.
SJ: Wiil the PP be available to us later today?
DE: Yes, the PP and the text chat transcript will be up by the end of today. The audio recording 
will be made available within a week.


